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hTRODl;CTJON 
Let A be a commutative ring, 91 an ideal of A, S,(2l) the symmetric 
algebra of $8, and R,,,(Vl) the Recs algebra of VI. There is a canonical sur- 
jection x S,(%) --+ K,(%) which is homogeneous of degree zro and 
therefore gives canonical surjcctions r,: F,(%) + ‘91’ for every integer t 3 0. 
Many recent papers [ 1, 2, 4: 5, 7, Cc] have investigated the problem of 
determining which ideals 91 have the property that “A is an isomorphism. 
Such ideals have been dubbed ideals of‘ lineur type’ [S]. For example, 
Huneke showed that every ideal generated by a d-sequence is of linear 
type [71. 
If (II is generated by n elements a, ,..., a , then for t 3 I there is an exact 
scquencc 
0 + iv + sp) cn) lI s;+ ‘(21) + 0, (1) 
where S>(%)(“’ is the direct sum of n copies of S>(W), /I is the map given 
by P((x, ,..., x ,)) = Ca,xi, and 8 is the submodulc of S>(Yl)(“) generated by 
all n-tuples of the form (0 ,... ~ 0, -u,z, 0, . . . . 0, u,;, 0 ,..., 0) with ZES> ‘(91). 
(See C21.) 
Likewise there dre exact sequences 
0 + K, --f (%‘)(“) 8, ‘II’ ’ -+ 0, (2) 
for t >, 1, where again /?((x, ..., x ,)) = xu,x,, and K, = Ker /j. Note that 
K, = K, A (21’)‘“‘. K, is called the module of syzygies uf“rr’- ’in (21’. Let 1V, 
bc the submodule of ‘3”‘) generated by n-tuples of the form(O,..., 0, -a,, 
0 ,..., 0 ai, 0 ,..., 0). Then N, = Yl’- ‘N, is the module of tricial syzygies qf 
‘$I’- ’ in ‘8’. It is clear that for / 2 I WC have 3, c K,. Moreover, if 2,: 
S>(%) -+ Cu’ is an isomorphism, then a comparison of the exact sequences 
(1) and (2) shows that a,, , is an isomorphism if and only if A’, = K,. This 
observation, coupled with the fact that r, is always an isomorphism, opens 
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the way for inductive proofs that a is an isomorphism. In fact he following 
criterion, which is essentially the same as that of Ktihl [g], is now 
immediate. 
THEOREM 1. The canonical surjection a:S,( 
isomorphism if and only if K, = N, for all t 3 1 (i.e., zyand only if the 
syzygies of %!l’ f 1 in XI’ are always trivial). 
In the remainder of this paper we shall employ the inductive method 
outlined above to study, among other things, sequences of elements 
a, ,..., a, un a commutative ring A having the property that each of the par- 
tial ideals !?I, = (a, ,..., a,), i= l,..., ~1is of linear type. Such sequences will be 
called sequences of linear type. 
1. REVIEW OF ~-SEQUENCES 
Huneke introduced the notion of a d-sequence in a series of papers 
(see [6, 71). Elements a, ,..., a, are said to form a d-sequence in A if for each 
integer i= l,..., n and each integer k = i ,..., n
‘uip 1 : aiak = ?I- I : ak, 
where 91P i is the partial ideal (a, ,..., ai_r). Note that (3) simply says t 
ai is not a zero-divisor modulo ?I- 1 : ak. 
In [3 1, Fiorentini defined a relative regular sequence to be a sequence 
al ,..., a, of elements of A such that for each integer i= I,..., ~1, 
(%i- 1 :a,)n%=21-l, 44) 
where 2X = ‘u, = (a, ,..., a ). 
Both of these are weakened versions of the notion of a regular sequence. 
In fact Herzog, Simis, and Vasconcelos have shown in [43 that a, ,~..) a, is 
a d-sequence if and only if it is a relative r gular sequence, so the two con- 
cepts are equivalent. This leads to the following result. 
THEOREM 2. Let a,,..., a , be elements of a commutative ring A. Let 
9X = (a, ,..., a ,) and )LIi = (a, ,..., a ). Then the following are equivalent: 
6) a,,..., a is a d-sequence. 
(ii) For i= I,..., n, (‘21Pl: ai)n%=21PI. 
(iii) For i = l,..., IZ and for all integers t> 1, 
W- 1 :a,)nTU’=Ql-, 
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(iv) For i= l,..., n and for all integers t > 1, 
(21p121-1 : a,)nW=5!l-,%l~1. 
Proof We already have seen that (i) and (ii) are equivalent, since (ii) 
just says that a 1,..., a, is a relative regular sequence. 
If (ii) holds, then (5!lp, :ai)n21’=(((LIip, :a,)n2l)n?l’=‘Sl_,n~‘. 
But in this case (i) also holds, so by a result of Huneke [6, Theorem 2.11 
we have 2I- i n 2l’ = ?I_ i‘?l- ‘. Thus (iii) holds. 
Now it is always true that cLI,_,~‘~‘~(cU~~,~~:a,)n~‘~ 
(f!l- 1 5!lp ’ : aj) n Wl’c_ (2l_ I : ai) n ‘$I’. If(iii) holds, the first and last of 
these ideals, and hence all of them, are equal and (iv) follows. 
Finally, if (iv) holds we obtain (ii) by setting t= 1. This completes the 
proof. 
Note that the proof of Theorem 2 also shows that if a,,..., a, is a d- 
sequence, then for each integer i= l,..., n and each integer t3 1, 
We next show that this condition is sufficient for 9I = (a,,..., a,)to be an 
ideal of linear type. There is a sense in which (5) is the minimal condition 
for which it is possible to give a proof of this by induction on n. 
THEOREM 3. If (5) holds for i= l,..., y1 and t 3 1, then VI= (a, ,..., a ) is 
an ideal of linear type. 
ProoJ: By Theorem 1 we must show that for all t > 1 the syzygies of 
91Zf1 in CLI’ are trivial. Thus, let z1 ,..., z, E ti’ and suppose that C ziai = 0, 
i.e., that (zl ,..., z,)EK~. Then z,~(~~~~~‘:a,)n’LI’=‘U,~,~~-l, using 
(5), whence z, = C;=: cinai with c, E ‘$?I- ‘. Let yi = zi + cinan ECLI’ for i = 
l,..., n-l. Then (zl ,..., z,)-(yl ,..., Y+~,O) = (-clnun ,..., -~,-~,~a,,z,) 
= C;Z~ ci,(O ,..., 0, --a,, 0,..., 0, aj) EN,. It follows that (yl ,..., ynP1, 0) is 
also a syzygy of ‘?l ‘+’ in %I’ which is in fact congruent to (z~,..., zn)mod N,. 
Applying this argument again to (yi ,..., y,- 1, 0), we see by induction that 
(Y r ,..., yn-r, 0) EN,. This shows that (zl ,..., z,) EN,, which completes the 
proof. 
We have now recaptured Huneke’s result that d-sequences generate 
ideals of linear type. The definition (3) makes it clear that each partial 
sequence a, ,... aj of a d-sequence is also a d-sequence. This yields the 
following corollary. 
COROLLARY. Every d-sequence is a sequence of linear type. 
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In this section we give a characterization of sequences of linear type in 
the form of an induction theorem, and then show how it can be used to 
derive a result on monomial sequences. The induction theorem generalizes 
[2, Thcorcm 23. 
THEOREM 4 (Induction theorem). Let ?I = (ui:..., a,,) und 93 = 
(I;, ... . . a,,, h) he ideals in a commututiw ring A. A.s.rumr tlwt CL1 is un ideal of 
linear tj’pc. Tlwn 3 is of linrur type if’ and on!,! [j’jhr uli t > 1. 
(i) ?1%’ : h ’ ’ ’ = 91 : h, and 
(ii) if 2 I...., Z,,E%’ and x z,u, = 0, then there are elements 
C’, ... . . c,, E ‘23’ ’ such that 2, + c,h E ?I’ for i = l..... n and C ~,a, = 0. 
Proof: First suppose that 93 is an ideal of linear type. To verify (i). ic! 
~~~~ E YI?q’ : h’ ‘. Then there are elements C, E 91’: i = l...., I -+- 1. such tha: 
(‘(I h ’ ’ ’ + C, h’ + + C, , , = 0. Let c,-, =z rr,d,. with d, E 91’. Then 
(d, ,..., d,, . C,,h’ + . . + C, ) is a syzygy of %‘- ’ in 53’. By Thcorcm 1, it is 
trivial, whcncc c,,h’ + . . + (’ E ‘jr‘%’ . ‘, i.e., (‘. E 91’93 ’ : h’. It follows by 
induction that co E 91 : h. iince ‘21 :h cl %i8’ : h’ ’ is always true, we 
have (i). 
To verify (ii). suppose that 3, ,..., : E 9’ and x T,U; = 0. Thep .  n
Z = (z! (.... :,,: 0) is a syzygy of %‘- I in %‘, so is trivial again by Theorem 1. 
TO simplify the writing of the rest of this argument. let P’,, and V’, be the 
following trivial syLygics: 
I/, = (0 ,..., 0. -a,, 0 . . . . . 0. ~1,. 0. . . . . O), 
and 
v, = (cl,..., -h, 0 .... 0, (1,). 
Since % is trivial, there arc clemcnts /I,,E’%’ ‘, h, E 93’ ’ such that %= 
I(,., A,, V,,+x, kiV,. Now 23’ ’ =!!I’ ’ +/J%‘~ 2, so thcrc arc x ~91’ ’ 
and I’,, E 3’ ’ such that h,, = xi, + h~*,~. Then h,,V1, = .v,, CI,, + a’:~.,, C’ - 
II,)‘:, b,. Thus wc have Z= xi< j xi, V,, + 2, h:V,. with .Y E ?[’ ’ and 
11; E 93’. ‘. Looking at this equation coordinate-wise now givis x h;cl, = 0. 
from the last coordinate, and z, + h:h E?I’. from the ith coordinate. This 
proves (ii). 
Now assume that (i) and (ii) hold. To see that ‘3 is of linear type we 
must show that every syzygy of ‘8’ ’ ’ in $3’ is trivial. Thus, let 
x, . ...) x,,, y E ‘93’ be such that xi x,ui + ph = 0. so that X = (.Y~ ,..., x . J) is a 
qyzygy of ‘13’ L ’ in $3’. Let I: = c*,,h’+ ._. + C, with c E 91’. Then 
C(;/J’ ’ ‘+...+c,h= --x,.x,a,, so c,,h”‘~?I\%‘. By (i), ‘c~)~F%, SO 
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y~‘Qlgj’-l. Say y=Cjdiai with G!,E%“-~. Then X= (zi,..., z, O)+CidiVi, 
where zi=xi+dib~B3’. It follows that Ciz,a,=O. By (ii), there are 
elements y1 ,..., Y, E 2J- ’ such that wi = zi + rib E ‘%I’ and Cj riai = 0. Then 
(Zl,.“, z , 0) = (wl ,..., w,, 0) + CiriVi. Now (wl ,..., w,) is a syzygy of 
M ‘+’ in ‘?I’, so is trivial by assumption. Hence (wi,..., w, 0) is also trivial, 
and therefore so is X. This completes the proof. 
The induction theorem allows us to characterize s quences of linear type, 
should we wish to do so, as sequences a,,..., a, for which the pairs 21j, sLzj+ 1 
of partial ideals atisfy (i) and (ii). More important, it provides a method 
for proving by induction that an ideal is of linear type, as in the following 
example. 
THEOREM 5. Let x1,..., x, be elements of a commutative ring A which 
form a regular sequence in any order. Let m, ,..., m, be monomials in the x’s 
which generate an ideal of linear type. If y = 1.c.m. (m,,..., m,) and z is 
another monomial having no common factors with y, then (zm,,..., zm , y) is 
of linear type. 
Proof Since z is a regular element of A, YI = (zm,,..., zm ) = 
z(ml ,..., m,) is isomorphic to (m,,..., m,) and so ‘9 is of linear type. Letting 
23 = (2I, y), we are in the situation of Theorem 4, so it is sufficient to verify 
that (i) and (ii) hold. 
To check (i), let CUE cUZ3’ :y’+i, i.e., suppose that cOyftl + 
c,y’+...+c,+,=0, where cj E w. Then y(c,y’+...+c,)~Yl’+‘= 
Zf+l (m mn)t+l. 1 ,..., Since z and y have no common factors, z/co, so 
cg E 2I : y. 
To check (ii), let wi,..., W E B3’ be elements such that C w,(zm,) = 0. 
Write wi= uj+ yvi with USE ‘%!I and vie 23-i. Then C wimi= 0, so 
(C v,m,) y = -C uimiE (z)‘. Thus C UimiE (z)’ n (m,,..., m,)‘-’ G (z)’ n 
(m 1 ,..., m,)’ = z’((m, ..., m,)’ : z’). But (ml ,..., m,)’ : z’ = (m, ,..., m,)‘, by a 
lemma of Taylor quoted in [4, Section 51, so C vimiE z’(m,,..., m,)‘= ‘$l’. 
Say Cv,m, = -Czmjhi, with hiE‘91p’. Let ri=vi+h,z. Then riECBpl, 
C rimi = 0, and wi- riy = ui - (zy) hiE ‘8’. This shows that (ii) holds, and 
completes the proof of the theorem. 
COROLLARY. Let yi = x1 . ..xi- 1xi+ 1 . ..x., where n 3 3 and x1 ,..., x, is a 
regular sequence in any order. Then y, ,..., y,, is a sequence of linear type, but 
not a d-sequence. 
Proof To see that yi,..., yn is a sequence of linear type, apply 
Theorem 5 repeatedly beginning with m, =x1, mz = x2, z = x3. That it is 
not a d-sequence is easy to see and also follows, for example, from [4, 
Corollary 5.31. 
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Rrmurlis. (1) ljnder suitable hypotheses on the ring J. i! is possible :o 
chow that with j’, .. . . . I’,, as in the corollary above. the ideal ( j’I .. . . . .I’,,) is 
generated by a &sequence. This raises the question of whether every idcal 
generated by a sequence of linear type is also generated by a &sequence 
(2) If IH,...., HZ,, arc monomials in indctcrminates ,I’,..... X! such ;hat 
for any regular sequence s,: . . . . s,. the scquencc m ,(.Y, . .. . . .Y, I....: n~,,(s, . ... . s,) 
is of linear type: then the monomials ~1; ,.... ??I;: have the same propert) 
(since .‘c:; l.... Y; is also a regular scquencc). Thus it is reasonable to ask 
whether for any sequence CI! ,.... u,, of linear type and any integer .q > 1. 
0; . . . ..u.. is also of linear type. 
I-‘or H 2 1 the answer to this question is easily seen to be yes. Using 
Theorem 4 in the case n = 1. condition (ii) becomes vacuous~ while (i) says 
that Ann(u, I = Ann(af) = . . . or more simply Ann(u,) = Ann(af). This 
proper:y is clearly shared by u;. 
l;or tz = 2 the answer is also yes. .l-o see this rcquircs a series of intcr- 
mediate steps. 
I’roc!fI WC have already observed that (I, is a sequence of linear type if 
and oniy if Ann(a,) = Ann(uf). Since Ann(ui) = Ann(ir,) : (I,. the lemma is 
immedia!e. 
Pt~of: First let .Y E In \!I. Then (x, 0) is a syzygy of ?I’ in 91, so is trivial 
by Theorem 1. llencc there is an clement c E A such that (.u. 0) = 
C’( -II,. 0,). Then Joann and x- ---CU:G IO,. 
Next let x E In VI’ with I > 1. Then (s, 0) is a syzygy of 91’ ’ in ‘11’. so 
again (x. Cl)= C( -. (I>, a,) with CE?~’ ‘. Then CE In%’ ’ = Ius- ‘. by 
induction. so .Y = -- cuz E fa;. 
Proof: If 91 is of linear type. we have S.,(Vl)~f?,,,(91). Then with 
I= Ann(rr,): WC have S,#l) @ A:;Ir 1<,,(?1)@ A,‘I. BY Lemma 2. 
In9l’=IPl’ for 121, so Yl’@AiI s ?l’iPX’ = !!l’.,In91’ Z %+i/i. 
F‘rom this it follows that 5’,,,(9l)@A/I z S,j , (91-t [:I) and that R,,(Yl)@ 
A;i 2 R, .,(Vl + Z/I), and so VI + I!1 is of linear type, as desired. (One can 
also give a proof using syzygies.) 
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If a,, a, is a sequence of linear type as well, this adds the hypothesis that 
a, is regular mod Ann(a,), which with the above makes it clear that a,, a, 
remains a sequence of linear type mod Ann(a,). 
LEMMA 3. Assume that a, is regular (i.e., nut a zero-divisor). [f‘a, u2 is 
u sequence of‘ linear type, then u,;, a; is a sequence of linear type for each 
integer s > 1 . 
Proof: Using Theorem 4, the assumption that a, is regular makes (ii) 
vacuous. Thus, if u, is regular, u,, u2 is a sequence of linear type if and only 
if a,(u,, a,)’ : a;+ ’ = (u,) : u2, for t 3 1. (Note that this statement is essen- 
tially [2. Theorem 21.) Now the latter condition can be restated as 
COO? ‘+‘+c,a,a;+ ... fc ,,., a{+‘=0 implies c,,a, E (a, ). (6) 
This property is inherited by the sequence N;, a;, for if c,,u;” X + 
(‘, a; u;’ + . . . + c, , , a.;’ ’ ’ = 0, then by (6) we have (.,,a, E (a, ), say ~,,a, = c;,a,. 
Dividing by a, gives c;u;‘+~ ’ + c,u;. ‘u;‘+ . + c,- ,u;‘-’ ’ ’ =O. llsing (6) 
WC see by induction that c;,u.;- ’ E (a,)‘ ‘, so c.,,@ = c,,a,u;- ’= 
&,a; ’ E (a,)‘. Thus (6) holds for a;, u; and the lemma is established. 
Putting together Lemmas I and 3 with Theorem 6, WC now have that for 
any sequence of linear type a,, uz. the sequence (I.;, (1; is of linear tyF mod 
Ann(u,). We next prepare to “lift” this to A. 
LEMMA 4. Let a,, u2 he u sequence of lineur type. Then jiw an?; integers 
k, I, HZ 3 1 ,t’e hucc Ann(uf) n Ann(ul) n (u)2)1) = 0. 
Proof: Since Ann(at) = Ann(u,) and (u?)“‘G (a,), it is enough to show 
that Ann(a,)nAnn(uL)n (a:) = 0. WC do this in two steps. First, let 
+vE Ann(u,)nAnn(az)n (uJ. Then (0, X) is a syzygy of Y12 in (21 
(!a= (u,, aI)). so is trivial by assumption. Say (0, .u) = c(( - u2, tz,). Then 
~=cu,~Ann(u,)n(u,)=O. Thus Ann(a,)nAnn(u2)n(aZ)=0, and the 
case I= 1 is done. 
Next WC show by induction on I that Ann(u,)n Ann(ul,) =Ann(u,)n 
Ann(a,). This will complete the proof. If .KE Ann(u,) A Ann(rri), with I> 1, 
XUI, =o, so xu’, ’ E Ann(fJ, ) n Ann(u,) n (a2) = 0, by the first step. Thus 
XE Ann(a,)nAnn(u--,) = Ann(u,)nAnn(u,), by induction. 
We arc now ready for the promised result. 
TI~YOKEM 7. (f u,, u2 is u sequence of linear type, then u;, a; is a 
sequence cf linear type ,for euch integer s > 1. 
Proof: As noted previously. Lemmas 1 and 3 and Theorem 6 show that 
a;, u; is a sequence of linear type modulo I=Ann(a,)= Ann(a.;). Let 
h, = a.;, hz = a;. Since Ann(u,) = Ann(a:), we have also Ann(b,) = Ann(h:), 
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so h, is a sequence of linear type. Thus it remains to show only that the 
ideal $3 = (h,. h,) is of linear type. 
Let (s. J) be a syzygy of 13 ( ’ ’ ’ in (23’. WC must show that (x, j.) is trivial. 
Since this is true mod I, there is an element CC 93’ ’ such that (.x-, J ) =
c( -h,. h,} mod I. Let (1. PE I such that .Y = -ch, + d. ,I* = ch, + c. Then 
d.cEIn%‘. Now fn‘,5’=ln(a~.a~)‘~In(~1,.~~)“=1~~~=Ih~. using 
Lemma 2. (In fact In%‘=Ih:.) Write d=,fhi. ~=gh> with./: ~EI. Nou 
0 = sh , i Jb 2 = tih ,+ (4 ? = c+ 2. so c’ E Ann(/), ) n Ann(h, j n (,/I:) = 0. 5\: 
Lemma 4. Then .v= -((z-.fh;- ‘)I>, and .~.=L./I, = (c- Ihi- i, h,: since 
fh, = 0. This shows that (.v. J.) is a trivial syzygy. and completes the proof 
of the theorem. 
In closing. note that if II. b arc elements in an integral domain and (u. h) 
is not of linear type, then N. ah is a sequcncc of linear type (trivially). whi!e 
a’, O/I is not. Likewise ah, LI is a scqucnce of linear type. while oh. N’ is not. 
Thus ‘.t’c cannot let the exponents in Theorem 7 be different. 
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